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Abstract: With continual advancement of numerous technologies, multiple classes of smart devices and
vehicles are being developed and improved around the world that promise several novel applications. Notable
examples of these are robotic surveillance of large environments, smart mobility and transportation, brain
activity monitoring among humans, disease monitoring and control, to name a few. A common theme among
these applications is the efficient use of only a select few sensors that are expected to provide an accurate
description of the underlying complex system. This motivates a natural question of how many sensors are
sufficient to obtain a desired level of accuracy to observe the underlying complex system?
This talk will be centered on the problem of, given a linear dynamical system, how does one select a subset of
the sensors such that the observability Gramian of the new system is approximately equal to that of the original
system? I will first formalize a randomized algorithm that samples the sensors with replacement as per specified
distributions and will present explicit bounds on the number of samples required by the algorithm to
probabilistically satisfy the Gramian requirement. I will then demonstrate how the randomized procedure can
be used for recursive state estimation using fewer sensors than the original system and can yield a high
probability upper bound on the initial error covariance. Finally, I will discuss some recent extensions of the
randomized techniques and present future directions for this work.
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